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Figure W-3.1 Temperature-time trajectory for hydrolysis of acetic anhydride.
Controt of a

CSTR

In this section we discuss the use of proponiond (P) and integral (I) control
of a CSTR.Examples include I and PI control of an exothemic reaction,

Reactor with control system

Prnprtional integral action

R9.3. Lineoriied Stabili~Theop
Zn this section we learn i f a perturbation will decay in an exponential manner
((a\ below) in an oscillatory manner (h). grown exponentialIy (c), grown
exponentially with oscillations (d), or just oscillate (e3.
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R9.4. Approach

10 the Stend!-State Phase-Plane Pbts and Tmjectnrie.~
of Conct
rrrlrion versus Temperafur<
Were we team if the practical stability is exceeded during startup.
Example RE9-4.1 Start Up of a CSTR
Example RE9-4.2 Fafling Off the Steady State
Example RE9-4.3 Revisit Example RE9-2.

Figure CD9-5 Approach to the steady state.

R9.S. Adiabaric Operution of a Batch Reacfor
R9.6. Onrrendy Opemtfon of Plug-Flow Reactors
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QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS
W-I,+ Read over the problems at the end of this chapter. Refer to the guidelines
given in Problem 4-1. and make up an originat problem that uses the concepts
presented in this chapter. To obtain a soIution:
(a) Make up your data and reaction.
(b) Use a real reaction and real data.
Creative Prsblcmr
Also,
(c) Prepare a list bF safety considerations for designing and operating chemical reactors.
See R. M. Felder. Chem. Eng. Educ.. I9 (41, 176 (1985). The August 1985
issue of Chemrcal Engineering Pmgress may be useful for part (c).
P9-2,
Review the example problems i n this chapter, choose one. and use a software
package such as Polymath or MATLAB to carry out a parameter sensitivity
analysis,
What if.,.
(a) Example 9-1. How much time would it take to achieve 90% conversion
if the reaction were staned on a very cold day where the initial temperature was 20'F? (Methanol won't freeze at this temperature.)
(h) Example 9-2. Explore the ONCB explosion described in Example 9-2.
Show that no exploszon would have mcurred if the cooling waq not shut
off for the 9.DGkmol charge of ONCB or if the cooling war; shut off for
10 min after 45 rnin of operation for the 3.17-kmol ONCB charge. Show
that if the cooling had been shut off for EO min after 12 h of operation,
no explosion would have occurred for the 9.04-kmol charge. Develop a
set of guidelines as to when the reaction should be quenched should the
cooling Bit. Perhaps safe opention could be discussed using a plot of the
time after the reaction began at which the cooling failed, t,, versus the
length of the cmling failure period, tr, for the different chilrges of ONC8.
Parameter d u e s used in this example predict that the reactor will
explode at midnight. What parameter values would predict the time the
Hall cf Famc
reactor wouId explode at the acnral time of 18 rnin after midnight9 Find
a set of parameter vaIues that would cause the explosion to occur at
exactly 12: 18 A.M. For example. include heat capacities of metal rencror
and/or make a new estimate of CIA. Finally, what if a 112-in. rupture disk
rated at 800 psi had been installed and did indeed rupture at 800 psi
(27OoC)? Would the explosion still have occurred? (Note: The mass flow
rate ni varies with the cross-sectional area of the disk. Consequently, for
the conditions of the reaction the maximum mass flow rate out of the
112-in. d ~ s kcan be found by comparing it with the mass flow rate of 830
kglrnin of The 2-in. d ~ s k .
(c) Example 9-3. What would be the conversion at the o n x t temperature if
the hearing rate were reduced by a factor of ID? Increased by a factor of
lo?

(d) Example 9-4. What would the X versus t and T versus t trajectories look
like if the coolant rate is decreased by a factor of lo? Increased by a factor of SO?
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Stanup of a CSTR,
for an entering temperature of 7VF, an initial reactor temperature of
lm,and an initial concentration of propylene oxide oF0.J M. Try other
combinations of To, T,,and C,,, and report your results in terms of temperature-time trajectories and temperatureconcentration phase planes.
(0 Example 9-6. Load the Living Example Problem for FalIing Offthe
Upper Stead-v Ssate. Try varying the entering temperature, To, to between
80 and 68°F and plot the steady-state conversion as a function of T,,, Vary
the coolant rate between 10,000 and 400 mollh. Plot conversion and
reactor temperature as a function of coolant rate.
(g) Example 9-7.What happens d you increase the hear transfer coefficient
by a factor of 10 and decrease T, to 280 K? Which trajectories change
the most?
(h) Example RE9-1. Load the Living Example Problem. Vary the gain, kc,
between 0.1 and 500 for the integral controller of the CSTR. Is there a
lower value of kc that will cause the reactor to fall to the lower steady
state or an upper value to cause it to become unstable? What would happen if Towere to fall to 65°F or 6 0 W
(i) Example RE9-2. Load the Living Example Problem. Learn the effects of
the parameters kc and 7,. Which combination of parameter values generates the leas1 and greatest oscilIations in temperature? Which values of k,and T, return the reaction to steady state the quickest?
Cj) Reactor Safety. Enter the SACHE web site, wfiw.sache.org. [Note you
will need to obtain the user name and password for your school from
your department chair or SACHE represenrative.] After entering hit the
current year (e.g., 2004). Go to product: Safety, Health and the Environment (S,H, & E).The problems are for KINETICS [i.e., CRE). There are
some example problems marked K and explanations in each of the above
SOH,& E selections. Solutions to the probEems are in a different section
of the site. Specifically look at: Loss of Cooling Water ( K - J ) Runowa!.
Reocrions (HT-1). Design of Relief Values (D-2). Temperature Cuntrol
and Runaway {K-4)and (K-5).and R u n a w u ~and rhe Critical Temperarure Region (K-7).
The following is an excerpt from 711e Morning News. Wilmington, Delaware
(August 3, 1973): "Investigators sift through the debris from blast in guest for
the: cause {that destroyed the new nitrous oxide plant]. A company spokesman
said it appears more likely that the [fatal] blast was caused by another gasammonium nltsate-used to produce nitrous oxide." An 83% (wt) ammonium
nitrate and 1 7 8 water solution is fed at 200T to the CSTR operated at a temperature of about 5 2 0 T Molten ammon~umnitrate decomposes directly to
produce gaseous nitrous oxide and steam. It is beliwed that pressure fluctuations were observed in tht system and as a result the m i t e n ammonium
nitrate feed to the reactor may have heen shut off approximately 4 min prior
to the explosion. Can you explain the cause of the blast7 If the feed rate to the
reactorjust before shutoff war 310 Ib of solution per hour, what was the exact
temperature in the reactor ju5t prior to shutdown? UGng the following data.
calculate the time it took to explode after the feed was shut off for the reactor.
How would you star1 up or shut down and control such a react~on?
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Assume that at the time the feed to the CSTR stopped, there ms 50Q Ib of
ammonivm nitrate in the reactor at a temperature o f 520"E me conversion in
the reactor is virtually complete at about 99.998. Additional data for this
problem are given in hoblem 8-3. How would your answer change if 100 Ib
of solution were in the reactor? 310 Ib? 800 Ib? What if To= 100°F? 5wQp
The first-order irreversible reaction
is carried out adiabatically in a CSTR into which 100 rnollrnin of pure liquid A
i s fed at 400 K. The reacljon goes virtually to completion (i.e., the feed raw
into the reactor equals the product of reacrion mtc inside the reactor and &e
reactor volume).

CSTR

How

many moles of liquid A are in the CSTR under steadystate condirionsq
Plot \he temperature and moles of k in the reactor as n function of time after

the feed to the reactor has been shut off.
Additinnall ilefnrmarion:

reaction in Prnhlem P8-5 is to he carried out in a semibatch
P9-5, The liq~id~phase
reactor. There is 503 mol of A initially in the reactor at 25°C. Species B is fed
to the reactor at 50°C and a rate of 10 mollmin. The feed to the reactor is
stopped after 500 mol of B has been fed.
(a) Plot the temperature and conversion as a function of time when the reactian is carsied out adiaba~ically.Calculare to t = 2 h.
(b) Plot the conversion as s function o f time when a heat exchanger (UA =
100 callmin-K) is placed in the reactor and the arnbtent temperature is
constant at 50°C.Calculate to I = 3 h.
{c) Repeat part (b) for the case where he reverse reaction cannot be
neglected.

k = 0.01 (dmVmol -min) at 300 R with E = 10 kcatlmoI
Vo = SO dm3, u, = 1 dm3Jrnin, CAn= CB0 = I0 molldm3
Far the reverw reaction: k, = 10 s - I at 300 K with E, = 15 kcallmol
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You are operating a batch reactor and the reaction is tirst-order. liquid-ph
and exothermic. An inert coolant is added to the reaction mixture to cor
the temperature. The temperature is kept constant by varying the flow rat
the coolant (see Figure P4-6).

Mhture OF A. 8, and C

(a) Calculate the flow rate of the coolant 2 h after the start of the react]
(Anr.: Fc = 3.157 lbls.)
(b) It is proposed that rather than feeding a coolant to the reactor, a sol\
be added that can be easily boiled off, even at moderate ternperant
The solvent has n heat of vaporization of 1000 Btullb and initially th
are 25 Ib mol of A placed in the tank. The initial volume of solvent i
reactant is 300 ft3. Determine the solvent evaporation rate as a funct
of dme. What is the rate at the end of 2 h?
Additional information:

Temperature of reaction: 100°F
Value of k at 100°F: 1.2 X
s-I
Temperature of coolant: 80°F
Meat capacity of all components: 0.5 Btu/lb.T
Density of at1 components: 50 lblft3
P H L : -25,000 Btutlb mol
Initially:
Vessel contains only A (no B or C present)
CAo:0.5 Ib mollft3
Initial volume: 50 ft3

P9-7, The reaction
i s carried out adiabatically in a constant-volume batch reactor, The rate law

Plot the conversion, temperature, and concenmtions of the reacting species
a function of time.
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Additional inJormatinn:

Entering Temperature = 100°C
k , (373 K) = 2 x lo-' 5 - 1
kl (373 K) = 3 X lQTF
S-I
Cka= 0.1 mol/dm3
CBO= 0.125 rnol/drn3
A H L ( 2 9 8 K) = -40,OM) Jlmol A

P9-8,

El = 100 kJlrnol
E2 = 150 kJlm01
CpA= 25 Jf m01 .K
Cpg = 25 Jfm01.K
Cpc = 40 JEmo1.K

The biomass reac%ion
Substrate

C"1".

More cells + Product

is carried out in a 25 dm3 batch chernostat with a heat exchanger.

The initial concentration of cells md substrate are 0.1 and 300 g/drn3. respectively. The temperature dependence o f the growth rate follows that given by
Aiba et al.. Equation (7-61)5

(7-6 I )
For adiabatic operation and initial temperature of 278 K, ptot 'l; I', r,,
&, and Csas a function of time up to 300 hours. Discuss the trends.
(b) Repear (a) and increase the initial temperature in 10°C increments up to
330 K and describe what you find. Plot the concentration OF ceIls at 24
hours as a function of inlet temperature.
(c) What heat exchange area should be added to maximize the total number
of cells at the end of 24 hours? For an initial temperature of 3 10 K and
a constant coolan1 temperature of 290 K, what wnuld be the ceI1 concentration after 24 hours? {Ans. Cc =
eldrnJ.)
(a)

-rs,

AddjIiorral Information:

Yus = 0.8 g celVg substrate

K, = 5.0 ddm3
pIm, = 0.5 h-I (note p = & at 3 10 K and Cs 4 m)
Cps = Heat capacity of substrate solution induding all cells

S.Abia. A. E. Humphrey, and N. E Mills. Biochemical Engineering (New York: Academic Press. 1973).
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p = density of soIution including ce1Is = 1OOO
AHk = -20,000 Jlg e l l s
Cpc = Heat capacity of cooling water 74 JIgK

U = 50,000 J k d K h z

P9-%

The fttsr order exothermic liquid-phase reaction
is carried out at 85OC in a jacketed 0.2-m3 CSTR.The coolant temperature in
the reactor i s 32°F. The heat-transfer coeficient i s 120 WlmZ.K. Determine
the critical value of the heat-transfer area below which the reaction will sun
away and the reactor wit1 explode [Chem. Eng., 91 (lo), 54 (1984)j.
Additional informarion:

Specific reaction rate:
k = 1 . 1 min-' at 41PC
k = 3.4 min-I at 5VC
The heat capacity of the solution is 20 J1g.K. The solution density is 0.90
kg/dm3. The heat of reaction is -2500 Jlg. The feed temperature is 40°C and
the feed rate is 90 kglmin. M W of A = 80 glrnol. CAo= 2 M.
P9-loc The ARSST adiabatic bomb calorimeter reactor can also be used to determine
the reaction orders. The hydrolysis of acetic anhydnde to form acetlc acid
was carried out adiabatically

The rate law is postulated to be of the form

The following temperature time data were obtained for

two different critical
concentrations of acetic anhydride under adiabatic operation. The hearing rate

was Z0Clmin.
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Figure P9-10.1 Daa from Undergraduate Laboratory University of Michigan.

la) Assume ACp = 0 and show for complete conversion, X = I, the differenoe
between the find temperature, Tf.and the initial temperature, Tb

(b) Show that the concentration of A can be written as

and Cg as

and - r ~as

(c) Show the unsteady energy balance can be written as

(d) Assume first order in A and in B and

that OB= 3

then show
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te) Rearrange Equat~on(P4-10.6) in the form

(f) Ptot the data to obtain the activation energy and the specific reactior

k,.
(g) Find the heat of reaction.

Additioml information:
Hear cupaciry
Chemical

Densit?! ( g h l )

(J/gm0C)

MW

1.0800

1.860

I02

Water

1.0000

4.187

I8

Glass cell (bomb)

0.1474

0.837

Acetic anhydride

Tor4 volume

Water

Hear cupacit
(J/molmaC
189.7
75.4
0.84 J/$C

10 ml with

3.638 g

Acetic anhydride

6.871 g
(MsCPs = 28.01 2 JPC and $I = 1.CQ4 and msCp,= $ iUs Cps )

P9-llB The elementary irrweraible liquid-phase reaction

is to k carried out in a semibatch reactor in which B i s fed to A. The vo3
of A in the reactor is 10 dm3. the initial concentration of A in the react(
5 rnol/dm3, and the initial temperature in the reactor is 27°C. Species B is
at a temperature of 52°C and a concentration of 4 M.It is desired to obtai
least 80% conversion of A in as short a time as possible, but at the same I
the temperature of the reactor must not rise abDve 130°C. You should tr
make approximately 120 mol of C in a 24-hour day allowing for 30 rnin
to empty and fill the reactor between each batch. The coolant flow

through the reactor is 2000 motimin. There is a heat exchanger in the reac
(a) What volumetric feed rate (drn3/rnin)do you recommend?
(b) How would your answer or strategy change if the maximum coolant
dropped to 200 moIlmin? To 20 molimin?
Additional infontsarion:

AHO, = -55,000 cal/mol A
CpA=35cal/mol.K,
Cpg =20cal/mol-K,

k = 0.0005

Cpc = 7 S c a l l m o l ~ K

dm6 at 2Y°C with B = 8000 cal/rnol
mol2. rnin

caI
UA = 2500 with T, = 17°C
min.K

Gp(coolant) = 18 callrnoI. K

[Old ex:
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P9-1& Read Section R9.2 on the CD-ROM and then rework Example RE9-I using
(al Only a propurtiunal controller.

t
~ntagol~
Contralhr

(b) Only an integral controller.
(c) A combined proponional and Integral controller.
PP-13, Apply the different types OF controllers to the reactions in Problem P9-I I .
P9-14, (a) Rework Example R9-I for the case of a 5°F decrease in rhe outlet temperature when the controlled input variable is the reactant feed rare.
(bh Consider a SaF drop in the ambient temperature, T,,, when the controlled
variahle is the. inlet temperature, T,.
(c) Use each of the controllers (P with kc = 10. I with t, = 1.0 h. D with
To = 0.1 h) to keep the reactor temperature at the unstable <teddy state
(i.e., T = 1lZ.SnE and X = 0.3).
P9-15~ Rework Problem P9-3 for the case when a heat exchanger with UA = 10.000
BtuJh-ft2and a control system are added and !he mass Row rate is increased

to 310 Ib of solution per hour.

la) Plot temperature and

mass of ammonium nitrate in the tank as a function
of time when there is no control system on the reactor. Assume that 311
the ammonium nitrate reacts, and show that the mass balance is

There is 500 Ib of A in the CSTR. and the reactor temperature. T, is
516°F at time t = 0.
(b) Plot T and /MA as a functia~OF time when a propontonal controller is
added to control T, in order to keep the reactor temperature at 5 16°F The
controller galn, kc, i s -5 with T,, set at 975 R.
(c) Plot T and IW, versus rime when a PI controtler is added with r, = I.
(d) Plot T and M A versus time when rwo PI controlrers are added to the reactor: one to control T and a second to conrrol M by manipulating the feed
rate

P
Member

Hall of Fame

via.

with M,, = 500 lb, kc = 25 h-'.
P4-16B The elementary liquid phase reaction
A-

TI,

= Ih.

B

is carried out in a CSTR.Pure A is fed at a rate of 200 Ib molJh at 53n R and
a concentration of 0.5 Ib molJft3. [M. Shacham. N. Brauner, and M. 8.Cutlip,
Ghem. Engr. Edu. 28 (1). 30 (Winter 19941.1 The mass densiry of the solution
is constant at 50 lblR3.
(a) Plot G(T)and R ( T ) as a function of temperature.
(b] What are he steady-state on cent rations and temperatures? [One answer
T = 628.645 R, C, = 0.06843 Ib mollft3.J Which ones are stable? What
is the extinction tempemure?
(c) Apply the unsteady-state mole and energy balances to this system. Consider t b upper steady state. Use the values you obtained in part (b) as
your initial values to plot C, and T versus time up to 6 hours and then to
plot C, versi~sT. What did you find? Do you want to change any of your
answers to part (b)?
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(d) Expand your results for part (c} by varying To and To. [Hint: Try
To= 5W0R].
Describe what you find.
(e) What are the parameters in pan (dl. for the other steady states? Plot T and
C, as a function of time using the steady-state values as the initial conditions at the lower steady state by value of To = 550 R and To = 560 R.
Start at the lower steady state (T = 547.1, CA= 0.425) and make a CAP
pbase-plane plot for the base case in part (a) T,= 530.Now increase To
ro 550 and then to 560, and dewrik what you find. Vary To.
Explore this problem. Write a paragraph describing your results and wha~
you learned from this problem.
(g) Read Section 9.3 on the CD-ROM. Carry out a linearized stability analysis. What were your values of A. B, C, s, J. L, and M? Find the roots
for the upper, lower, and middle steady states you found in part (a).
(h) Normalize x and 1 by the stesdy-state values, xl = xJCA, and ?*1 = !IT,,
and plot sl and !>I as a function of time and also xl as a function of pl
Plot xl and j 1 as a function of time for each of the three steady states.
[Hinr:First try ~nitialvalues of x and p of 0.02 and 2, sespect~vely.]
(f)

Additional information:

v = 400 ft3/hr
CAo= 0.50 I b mol/ft3
V = 48 ft3
A = 1.416 X lo'* hh-'
E = 30,000 BTU / Ib mol
R = 1.987 BTU/lb rnol "R
U = 150 BTU/h-ft2-"R

A = 250 ft2(Heat Exchanger)

T, = 530°R
T, = 530%
AH,, = -30,000 Btullb mol
C, = 0.75 BtuJlb "R
p = 50 Ibm/ft3

P9-17, The reaction in Example 8-6 are to I
x carried out in a 10-dm3 batch reactor.
Plot the temperature and the concentrations of A, B, and C as a function of
time for the following caqes:
(a) Adiabatrc operarlon.
(b) Values of C'A of 10.000, 40.000, and 100,000 J/rnin.K.
(c) Use UA = 40,000 J1min.K and different initial reactor temperatures.
P9-18, The reaclion in Problem P8-34, is to be carried out in a semlhatch reactor.
(a) Haw would you carry out this reaction (i.e.. To,v,. T;)? The molar concentrations of pure A and pure B are 5 and 4 moJldm3 respctively. Plot
concentrations, temperatures, and the overall selectivity as a function of
time for the conditions you chose,
(b) Vary the reaction orders for each reaction and describe what you find.
(c) Vafy the heats of reaction and describe what you find.
P9-19, The following temperature-time data was taken on the ARSST. Determine the
heat of reactton and the activation energy. Heat capacity of the solution Cp =
18 caHmollK.
P9-20, The forma~ianof high-molecular-weight olefins, for example.
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is c a m 4 out in the CSTR shown in Figure P9-20(a) where {=) denotes the
molecule is an olefin. The reaction is exothermic, and heat is removed from
the reactor by heat exchange with a cooling watet stream as shown in Figure
P9-2Wa).
hubl~shooting

Feed

Pure

t, + 10

'1

Xme (hours)

Fimre P9-20(b)

Figure P9-M(a)

Initially, there is a tempemtuE mtroIIer that regulates the reactor temperature.
At r = I,, the controller 1s set into manual, and a step increase in the water flew
rate through the heat exchanger was made. The temperature response is shown
id Figure m-2qb).What are the parameters to match this trend?
Explain the observed temperature-time trajectory.To make your analysis
simpler, you may assume that the only reaction taking place is

C,(=)+ C,t=)

C,(=)

with

Also, you can assume that the exchanger is inside the reactor {to avoid recycle
stream calculations). See P9-20 CD-ROM Complete Data S&
Additional Homework Problems

CDP9-AB
CDP9-Bc

The production of propylene gIycoI discussed in Examples 8-4, 9-4.
9-5,9-6, and 9-7 is camed out in a semihatch reactor.
Reconsider Problem P9-14 when a PI controller is added to the coolant stream.

CDPS-CB

CwP9-DB

Calculate time to achieve 90% of equilibrium in a batch reactor. [3rd
Ed. P9-8,]
Stanup of a CSTR. [3rd Ed, P9-lo,]
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SUPPLEMENTARY READING
I . A number of solved problems for batch and semibatch reactors can be founl
WALAS,5. M.. Chemical Reacrion Engineering Handbook. Amsterdam:
don and Breach, 1995, pp. 386392, 402, 46W62. and 469.

2. Basic controt textbooks
SEBORG,
D. E.,T.F. EDGAR.and D.A. MELLICHAMP,
Process Dynnmic.
Control, 2nd ed. New York: Wiley. 2004.
OCGNNAIKE.B. A., and W.H.RAY.Pmcess Dynamics, Modcling rtnd Cn
Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1994.

3. A nice historical perspective of prmess control is given in
E D G ~ RT.
, E, "From the Classical to the Posrmodem Era," C k ~ n ?Eng.
.
E
31, 12 (1997).

Links

Links

1. The SACHE web site has a great discussion on reactor safety with exan
(www.sache.org).You will need n user name and password; both can be obt;
from your department chair. Hit 2003 Tab.Go to K Problems.
2. The reactor lab developed by Professor Herz and discussed in Chapters 4 n
could also be used here: www.macturlnb.net and also on the CD-ROM.

